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There is nothing sadder and more pathetic, than a notorious liar insulting normal people left
and right, while terrorizing those who are telling the truth.

Lately, the West has gone clearly berserk. The more it is scared of losing control over the
brains of billions of people in all corners of the world, the more aggressively it is screaming,
kicking and making a fool of itself.

It doesn’t even hide its intentions, anymore. The intentions are clear: to destroy all of its
opponents, be they in Russia, China, Iran or in any other patriotic and independent-minded
state. To silence all the media outlets that are speaking the truth; not the truth as it is
defined in London, Washington, Paris or Berlin, but the truth  that simply serves the people,
not the fake, pseudo-truth fabricated in order to uphold the supremacy of the Western
Empire.

Huge funds  are  now being allocated for  the  mortal  propaganda onslaught,  originating
predominantly in both London and Washington. Millions of pounds and dollars have been
allocated  and  spent,  officially  and  openly,  in  order  to  ‘counter’  the  voices  of  Russian,
Chinese,  Arab,  Iranian  and  Latin  American  people;  voices  that  are  finally  reaching  ‘the
Others’ -the desolate inhabitants of the ‘global south’, the dwellers of the colonies and neo-
colonies; the modern-day slaves living in the ‘client’ states.

The mask is falling down and the face of Western propaganda is being exposed. It is awful,
frightening, but at least it is what it is, for everyone to see. No more suspense, no surprises.
It is all suddenly out in the open. It is frightening but honest. This is our world. This is how
low our humanity has sunk.  This  is  the so-called world order,  or  more precisely,  neo-
colonialism.

*

The West knows how to slaughter millions, and it knows how to manipulate masses. Its
propaganda has always been tough (and repeated a thousand times, not unlike corporate
advertisements or  the WWII  fascist  indoctrination campaigns) when it  originates in the
United States, or brilliantly Machiavellian and lethally effective when coming from the United
Kingdom. Let us never forget: the U.K. has been murdering and enslaving hundreds of
millions of innocent and much more advanced human beings, for many long centuries and
all over the world. Due to its talent in brainwashing and manipulating the masses, Great
Britain has been getting away with countless genocides, robberies and even managing to
convince the world that it should be respected and allowed to retain both a moral mandate
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and the seat at the U.N. Security Council.

The Western  regime knows how to  lie,  shamelessly  but  professionally,  and above all,
perpetually.  There are thousands of lies piling up on top of each other, delivered with
perfect upper-class ‘educated’ accents: lies about Salisbury, about Communism, Russia,
China, Iran, Venezuela, Cuba, North Korea, Syria, Yugoslavia, Rwanda, South Africa, Libya,
refugees. There are lies about the past, present and even about the future.

Nobody is laughing, seeing such imperialist thugs like the U.K. and France preaching, all
over the world and with straight face, about both freedom and human rights. Not laughing,
yet. But many are slowly getting outraged.

People in the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Latin America are beginning to realize that they
have been fooled, cheated, lied to; that the so called ‘education’ and ‘information’ coming
from the West have been nothing else other than shameless indoctrination campaigns. For
years I worked on all continents, compiling stories and testimonies about the crimes of
imperialism, and about the awakening of the world, ‘summarized’ in my 840-page book:
“Exposing Lies Of The Empire”.

Millions can now see, for the first time, that media outlets such as BBC, DW, CNN, Voice of
America,  Radio  Free  Europe/Radio  Liberty,  have  been  encoding  them mercilessly  and
thoroughly,  for  years  and decades.  Reuters,  AP,  AFP and several  other  Western press
agencies, have managed to create a uniformed narrative for the entire planet, with local
newspapers everywhere in the world now publishing identical fabrications that originate
from Washington, London, Paris and other Western capitals. Totally false pictures about
such important subjects as the Soviet Union, Communism, China, but also freedom and
democracy, have been engraved into billions of human brains.

The main reason for the opening of the eyes of people of the world which is still oppressed
by Western imperialism is the relentless work of media outlets such as the Russian-based
New  Eastern  Outlook  (NEO),  RT  and  Sputnik,  as  China-based  CGTN,  China  Radio
International and China Daily, Venezuela-based TeleSur, Lebanese Al-Mayadeen, and Iranian
Press TV. Of course, there are many other proud and determined anti-imperialist media
outlets in various parts of the world, but the above-mentioned ones are the most important
vehicles of the counter-propaganda coming from the countries that fought for their freedom
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and simply refused to be conquered, colonized, prostituted and brainwashed by the West.

One mighty anti-imperialist  coalition of  truly independent states has been forming and
solidifying.It  is  now inspiring billions of  oppressed human beings everywhere on Earth,
giving them hope, promising a better, optimistic and just future. Standing at the vanguard of
many positive changes and expectations is the ‘new media’.

And  the  West  is  watching,  horrified,  desperate  and  increasingly  vitriolic.  It  is  willing  to
destroy, to kill and to crush, just in order to stop this wave of ‘dangerous optimism’ and
strive for true independence and freedom.

*

There are now constant attacks against the new media of the free world. In the West, RT is
being threatened with expulsion, brilliant and increasingly popular New Eastern Outlook
(NEO) came just recently under vicious cyber-attack from, most likely, professional Western
hackers.  TeleSur  is  periodically  crippled  by  sanctions  shamefully  unleashed  against
Venezuela, and the same banditry is targeting Iranian Press TV.

You see, the West may be responsible for billions of ruined lives everywhere in the world,
but it is still faces no sanctions, no punitive actions. While countries like Russia, Iran, China,
Cuba, DPRK or Venezuela have to ‘face consequences’ mainly in the form of embargoes,
sanctions, propaganda, direct intimidation, even military bullying, simply for refusing to
accept the insane Western global  dictatorship,  and for choosing their  own form of the
government and political as well as economic system.

The  West  simply  doesn’t  seem  to  be  able  to  tolerate  dissent.  It  requires  full  and
unconditional obedience, an absolute submission. It acts as both religious fundamentalist
and a global thug. And to make things worse, its citizens appear to be so programmed or so
indifferent  or  both,  that  they  are  not  capable  of  comprehending  what  their  countries  and
their ‘culture’ are doing to the rest of the world.

*

When being interviewed, I am often asked: “is the world facing real danger of WWIII?”

I always reply “yes”. It is because it appears that both North America and Europe are unable
to stop forcing the world into obedience and to virtual slavery. They appear to be unwilling
to accept any rational and democratic arrangement on our Planet. Would they sacrifice one,
tens or hundreds of  millions of  human beings,  just  in order to retain control  over the
universe? Definitely they would! They already have, on several occasions, without thinking
twice, with no regret and no mercy.

The gamble of the Western fundamentalists is that the rest of the world is so much more
decent and much less brutal, that it could not stomach yet another war, another carnage,
another bloodbath; that it rather surrenders, rather gives up all its dreams for a much better
future,  instead of  fighting and defending itself  against  what  increasingly  appears  to  be an
inevitable Western military attack.

*
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Such calculations and ‘hopes’ of the Western fanatics are false. Countries that are now
being confronted and intimidated are  well  aware  what  to  expect  if  they  give  up and
surrender to Western insanity and imperialist designs.

People know, they remember what it is like to be enslaved.

Russia under Yeltsin, collapsed, being plundered by Western corporations, being spat at, in
the face, by the European and North American governments; its life expectancy dropped to
sub-Saharan African levels.

China survived unimaginable agony of “humiliation period’, being ransacked, plundered and
divided by French, British and the U.S. invaders.

Iran robbed of  its  legitimate and socialist  government,  having to live under a sadistic
maniac, the Western puppet, the Shah.

The entire ‘Latin’ America, with its open veins, with ruined culture, with Western religion
forced down its  throat;  with literally all  democratically-elected socialist  and Communist
governments and leaders either overthrown, or directly murdered, or at least manipulated
out of power by Washington and its lackeys.

North Korea, survivor of a beastly genocide against its civilians, committed by the U.S. and
its allies in the so-called Korean War.

Vietnam and Laos, raped and humiliated by the French, and then bombed to the stone ages
by the U.S. and its allies.

South Africa… East Timor… Cambodia…

There  are  living  carcasses,  decomposing  horrid  wrecks,  left  after  the  Western  deadly
‘liberating’  embraces:  Libya  and  Iraq,  Afghanistan  and  Honduras,  Indonesia  and  the
Democratic Republic of Congo, to name just a few. These are serving as warnings to those
who still have some illusions left about the Western ‘good will’ and spirit of justice!

Syria… Oh Syria! Just look what the West has done to a proud and beautiful country which
refused to fall on its knees and lick Washington’s and London’s feet. But also, look how
strong, how determined those who truly love their country can be. Against all odds, Syria
stood up, it fought foreign-backed terrorists, and it won, surrounded and supported by the
great  internationalist  coalition!  The West  thought  it  was  triggering yet  another  Libyan
scenario,  but  instead,  it  encountered  an  iron  fist,  nerves  of  steel,  another  Stalingrad.
Fascism  was  identified,  confronted  and  stopped.  At  an  enormous  cost,  but  stopped!
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The entire Middle East is watching.

The entire world is watching.

People  now  see  and  they  remember.  They  are  beginning  to  remember  clearly  what
happened to them. They are starting to understand. They are emboldened. They clearly
comprehend that slavery is not the only way to live their lives.

*

The Anti-Western or more precisely, anti-imperialist coalition is now solid like steel. Because
it is one great coalition of victims, of people who know what rape is and what plunder is, and
what  thorough  destruction  is.  They  know  precisely  what  is  administered  by  the  self-
proclaimed champions of freedom and democracy – by the Western cultural and economic
fundamentalism.

This coalition of independent and proud nations is here to protect itself, to protect each
other, as well as the rest of the world.

It  will  never surrender,  never back up. Because the people have spoken and they are
sending clear messages to their leaders: “Never again! Do not capitulate. Do not yield to the
Western intimidations. We will fight if attacked. And we will stand, proudly, on our own feet,
no  matter  what,  no  matter  what  brutal  force  we  have  to  face.  Never  on  our  knees,
comrades! We will never again fall to our knees in front of those who are spreading terror!”

And the media in these wonderful countries that are resisting Western imperialism and
terror is spreading countless optimistic and brave messages.

And the Western establishing is watching and shaking and soiling its pants.

It knows the end of its brutal rule over the world is approaching. It knows those days of
impunity are ending. It knows the world will soon judge the West, for the centuries of crimes
it has been committing against humanity.

It knows that the media war will be won by ‘us’, not by ‘them’.

The  battlefield  is  being  defined.  With  some  bright  exceptions,  the  Westerners  and  their
media outlets are closing ranks, sticking to their masters. Like several other writers, I had
been  unceremoniously  kicked  out  from  Counterpunch,  one  of  the  increasingly  anti-
Communist, anti-Russian, anti-Syrian and anti-Chinese U.S.-based publications. From their
point of view, I was writing for several ‘wrong’ publications. I am actually proud that they
stopped  publishing  me.  I  am  fine  where  I  am:  facing  them,  as  I  am  facing  other  mass-
circulation  media  outlets  of  the  West.

The extent of Western ideological control of the world is degenerate, truly perverse. Its
media and ‘educational’ outlets are fully at the service of the regime.

But  the  world  is  waking  up  and  confronting  this  deadly  cultural  and  political
fundamentalism.

A great ideological battle is on. These are exciting, bright times. Nothing could be worse
than slavery. Chains are being broken. From now on, there will be no impunity for those who
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have been torturing the world for centuries.

Their lies, as well as their armor, will be confronted and stopped!

*

This article was originally published on New Eastern Outlook.

Andre Vltchek is a philosopher, novelist, filmmaker and investigative journalist. He has
covered wars and conflicts in dozens of countries. Three of his latest books are his tribute to
“The Great October Socialist Revolution” a revolutionary novel “Aurora” and a bestselling
work of political non-fiction: “Exposing Lies Of The Empire”. View his other books here.
Watch Rwanda Gambit, his groundbreaking documentary about Rwanda and DRCongo and
his film/dialogue with Noam Chomsky “On Western Terrorism”. Vltchek presently resides in
East Asia and the Middle East, and continues to work around the world. He can be reached
through his website and his Twitter.
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